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COLOR INFORMATION

The color standards that apply to the NDSU Bison identity are detailed below. The color placement and specifications should never be
altered under any circumstances.

NDSU green
Pantone:

CMYK:

RGB:

HTML:

Madeira:

343

C:
M:
Y:
K:

R: 0
G: 86
B: 67

005643

1351

91
41
75
37

NDSU YELLOW
Pantone:

CMYK:

RGB:

HTML:

Madeira:

123

C:
M:
Y:
K:

R: 255
G: 200
B: 46

FFC82E

1172

0
22
91
0
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PRIMARY LOGO

Full color on white or light backgrounds

Full color on dark or patterned backgrounds

Full color on yellow backgrounds
NOTE: Yellow outline disappears into background, TM reverses to green

One color on dark or patterned backgrounds
NOTE: TM reverses to white
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SECONDARY LOGO - FULL BODY BISON

Full color on white or light backgrounds

Full color on dark or patterned backgrounds

Full color on yellow backgrounds
NOTE: Yellow outline disappears into background, TM reverses to green

One color on white or light backgrounds

One color on dark or patterned backgrounds
NOTE: TM reverses to white
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SECONDARY LOGO - HEAD ONLY

Full color on white or light backgrounds

Full color on dark or patterned backgrounds

Full color on yellow backgrounds
NOTE: Yellow outline disappears into background, TM reverses to green

One color on white or light backgrounds

One color on dark or patterned backgrounds
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ABOUT ONE COLOR LOGOS

NOTE: One color primary and secondary logos depicted in
this guide travel with an outline for application
on dark or patterned backgrounds.
When applied to white backgrounds this outline
disappears into the background.
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ONE COLOR LOGOS ON YELLOW OR GREEN BACKGROUNDS

One color on yellow backgrounds

One color on green backgrounds

NOTE: Yellow outline disappears into background, TM reverses to green

One color on yellow backgrounds

One color on green backgrounds

NOTE: Yellow outline disappears into background, TM reverses to green

One color on yellow backgrounds

One color on green backgrounds

NOTE: Yellow outline disappears into background, TM reverses to green
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WORD MARKS

There are two variations of word marks included in the NDSU athletic identity - a two tone option with specific colorways for use on green or
yellow backgrounds and a one color option that may appear in either green or yellow.
Both options, colorways and their proper usage is detailed below.

Full color on light or white backgrounds

One color on light or white backgrounds

One color on green backgrounds

One color on yellow backgrounds
NOTE: TM reverses to green

One color on dark or patterned backgrounds
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SPORT SPECIFIC

There are two variations of sport specific marks included in the NDSU athletic identity - a two tone option with specific colorways for use on
green or yellow backgrounds and a one color option that may appear in either green or yellow.
Both options, colorways and their proper usage is detailed below.

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

Full color on light or white backgrounds

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

One color on light or white backgrounds
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SPORT SPECIFIC

There are two variations of sport specific marks included in the NDSU athletic identity - a two tone option with specific colorways for use on
green or yellow backgrounds and a one color option that may appear in either green or yellow.
Both options, colorways and their proper usage is detailed below.

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

One color on green backgrounds
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SPORT SPECIFIC

There are two variations of sport specific marks included in the NDSU athletic identity - a two tone option with specific colorways for use on
green or yellow backgrounds and a one color option that may appear in either green or yellow.
Both options, colorways and their proper usage is detailed below.

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

One color on yellow backgrounds
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SPORT SPECIFIC

There are two variations of sport specific marks included in the NDSU athletic identity - a two tone option with specific colorways for use on
green or yellow backgrounds and a one color option that may appear in either green or yellow.
Both options, colorways and their proper usage is detailed below.

ATHLETICS

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

GOLF

SOCCER

SOFTBALL

TRACK & FIELD

WRESTLING

VOLLEYBALL

One color on dark or patterned backgrounds
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TYPOGRAPHY

NDSU Bison Bold is the key-able font created exclusively for NDSU Intercollegiate Athletics. It’s intended use is as a display font in select and
appropriate applications, headlines, signage etc. End users should not use the font for setting body copy, letters, articles etc.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQR STUV WXYZ
1234567890
EXAMPLE:

GO BISON!
WELCOME TO THE FARGODOME
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CUSTOMIZING PRIMARY LOGO AND WORD MARKS

It is acceptable in certain applications to customize the primary logo and word marks using the NDSU Bison Bold font. Instructions on how
to customize are detailed below. All customizing must be approved by the NDSU Athletic Department prior to use.
Primary Logo - customized type must be NDSU Bison Bold, centered below the logo, half the size of the NDSU with the same amount of space
between the bottom of the logo and the top of the customized type. Example:

TEAM MAKERS

Word Mark - customized type must be NDSU Bison Bold, centered below the NDSU, one third the size of NDSU with the same amount of space
between the bottom of the NDSU type and the top of the customized type. Example:

TEAM MAKERS
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COMMON MISUSE

Never alter color placement

Never rotate the logo

Never skew the logo or alter the proportions

Never flip the logo

Never use unapproved colors

Never combine or overlap logos

CHEMISTRY
Never add unapproved typography

Never alter the logo

Above rules apply to all logos in the system - primary, secondary and word logos
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CONTACT INFORMATION

For additional information regarding the use of the NDSU athletic identity please contact:

NDSU Athletics
NDSU Dept. 1200
PO Box 6050
Fargo, ND 58108-6050
Phone: (701) 231-8981
Fax: (701) 231-6246
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